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Trade, not “shipping”: Structural correlation
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• The sale contract : Main Terms

• Quantity 

• Quality

• Place and time of delivery 

• Port safety warranties

• Pricing

• Payment terms

• Laytime and demurrage

• Exceptions and force majeure

• Standard Terms & Conditions

The Charterparty

➢ Cargo quantity

➢ Tank and hold cleaning

➢ ETA, cancellation and NOR

➢ Port safety warranties

➢ Performance warranties

➢ Freight earned

➢ Laytime and demurrage

➢ Exceptions

➢ Other terms

Trade, not “shipping”: Contractual correlation
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The wider international trade picture
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Geography: The flow of international trade
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International



International

• International supply opportunities 
[Liberty ships, Asian shipyards] 

• International corporate structure 
[off-shore registries]

• International demand shocks 
[wars and sanctions]

• International capital markets

[NYSE, bond markets, PE]

• International labour supply

• International know-how

• International legal systems
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It’s not science. It’s a market.
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• “… the general principle of English law is that  parties are free to contract 
as they may think fit”  
Lord Reid, Suisse Atlantique, 1966

• “… legal policy favours the furtherance of international trade. Commercial 
men must be given the utmost liberty of contracting” 
Lord Bingham, the Starsin, 2003

• “… in many civil law systems, and perhaps in most legal systems outside 
the common law world, the law of obligations recognises and enforces an 
overriding principle that in making and carrying out contracts parties 
should act in good faith… English law has, characteristically, committed 
itself to no such overriding principle…”
Lord Bingham, Interfoto v. Stilleto, 1989

A market demand for the optimal legal system.
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Dealing with contractual complexity
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Contractual inter-dependence = legal problem-solving



Commercial dispute resolution and choice of forum:

International supply & demand

Source: HFW



Commercial dispute resolution and desired outcomes:

Supply & demand



The market demands: 
Dispute RESOLUTION!
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The lawyers supply: Strategy, tactics and tools
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International Arbitration – the wider world…



… and not only trading disputes…



The law: it’s a business!
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International maritime trade: legal challenges 
and opportunities
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International maritime trade: legal challenges 
and opportunitiies – the last 20 years

• AIS

• Korean and Japanese shipbuilders

• Bonds and stockmarkets

• Chinese demand

• Chinese supply - shipbuilding

• SOLAS

• ISM Code

• The collapse of the 2008

• Defaults and insolvencies

• Inter-connectedness and systemic risks

• Mediation 



International maritime trade: legal challenges 
and opportunities: scanning the horizon

• Bunkers 2020

• US oil exports

• Tanker pools and receivables financing

• Agri consolidation and miners with ships – bulker pools?

• Contract law – good faith? Penalty clauses and  hedging damages

• Problems with sub-standard early 2000s ships

• Trade wars and sanctions

• Bills of lading – blockchain?

• LNG transport and LNG bunkers

• Non-USD transactions?

• Rotterdam rules?

• Autonomous ships

• Bid data and intellectual property

• Private equity and crowdfunding ships?

• non-LMAA arbitration and non-English law systems
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“Haris, who ‘scores spectacular successes’, 
has represented clients in hundreds of 
arbitrations.”

Legal 500 UK, 2017

“very clever and will talk you through the 
strategy of how to approach a case.”
Chambers UK, 2017

Haris studied law in Athens and Southampton and has practised in London since 1994, dealing 

with all aspects of international maritime trade.  

His clients range from shipowners to oil majors and miners, and their insurers, trading 

houses, chemical companies and banks from Europe, North and South America, Australia, the 

Middle East, Africa and Asia. 

He has acted in more than 300 arbitrations, High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court and multi-

jurisdictional cases ranging from charterparty and bill of lading disputes to mine off-take, shipbuilding, sale 

contract, letter of credit and oil & gas disputes. This diverse practice has allowed him a unique insight into all 

aspects of shipping and international trade.  

He has served on the editorial board of Shipping and Transport Law Journal, is member of the Council of the 

London Shipping Law Centre, has published extensively, including the first book on English shipping law in Greek, 

and lectured worldwide, including for BIMCO. 

His reported Court cases include the Johnny K, Trafigura v Kookmin Bank, the Sabrewing, the Northgate, the Port 

Russel, U&M v Konkola Copper Mines, CH Offshore v PDVSA, Petrosaudi v Novo Banco.  

While he has been described as a "solid and tenacious litigator" (Chambers, 2007) and "a first-class litigator with 

great technical knowledge and strategic nous" (Legal 500, 2013), he is also involved in non-contentious work, 

structuring transactions and providing business-critical advice to his clients. Haris was inducted to the 2018 Legal 

500 Hall of Fame as a result of his continued recognition by the directory. 
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